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Agenda

• Introductions
• Survey of Applicants
• Reporting
• Success Stories
• Cautionary Tales
• Questions and Answers
Survey of Applicants
Reporting – End of Every Month

- Cumulative list of ALL applicants for current award year to date
- Only the First 5 IDENTIFYING fields required: Award year; experiment number; OPEID; Student SSN; Student Last Name
- See Table B-1 in COD Annual Reporting Tool Guide: https://experimentalsites.ed.gov
- Purpose: Budget Tracking
Reporting – End of Award Year

• Data on ALL applicants from award year
• ALL fields required
• See Tables - in COD Annual Reporting Tool Guide
  • B-1: Identifying information
  • B-2: Data elements for all experiments
  • B-3: 2nd Chance Pell Specific Fields
    https://experimentalsites.ed.gov
• Purpose: Evaluation
Success Stories
Cautionary Tales
Questions and Answers